
SEO BASICS CHECKLIST 
SEO for improving your search engine ranking, is an ongoing process! Your job is never 

done as SEO continues to evolve and Search Engines change their algorithms to help 

searchers find the best content possible. 

 

Feels daunting right? Don't get overwhelmed with all everyone else might be doing, 

just focus on what YOU can do. Here are my recommendations as a starting point for 

Search Engine Optimization.
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Decide what 3-5 keywords people will be searching to find your business. 

For ideas on how to do keyword research for your website or Blog post ideas that will 

help your SEO here is a short training. 

https://youtu.be/iYAp0duuI9I 

 

From there, start optimizing your homepage using those keywords. Write content for 

your homepage that uses those keywords, don't just stick them in your meta keyword 

area (that doesn't work anymore!). Have content above "the fold" where people can see 

wording quickly on your homepage. 

 

Consider making your site a scrolling homepage that has your about us, services, and 

contact information all on one page (increases wording on your homepage).



SEO BASICS CHECKLIST CONTINUED 
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Use Page Titles wisely - Don't leave these blank! Don't just use your page name, add more 

detail and use between 60-70 characters. Ie. Instead of Homepage, use Boho Babes 

Photography | Family Photography Las Vegas. If you are using Wordpress Plugins Like 

Yoast SEO can help make this easy! 

In your SEO Meta data information USE THE DESCRIPTION area! Describe the page and 

what you do on each page. Don't leave this blank. This is the information that Search 

Engines show to searchers, you need to have enough information and detail that someone 

would know what you do and be interested in clicking through. Aim for about 160-180 

characters here. 

 

Use Alt Text on all pictures you use on your website - this is the way search engines will 

search your picture wording too! Make sure you have a picture name to match as well - ie. 

Instead of IMG-001.jpg - use Family Photo Ideas Las Vegas or Family Photographer Las 

Vegas (or more descriptive if you can). 

 

Use the Keyword Research you did to help you write blog posts that will answer 

questions people have about your industry. Blogging isn't about you, it's about answering 

people's questions, and helping them. Blog based on your clients needs and be strategic in 

your posting. Shoot for 1 blog per week and amplify your reach on social media. 

 

 


